
Fuel Cell 
Backup Power 
solution for critical 
communication 
infrastructure  



The need for backup power is growing
Communications network connectivity and stability have never 
been more important, and it is getting more crucial to keep the 
network running.  

Electronic communication is critical in terms of growth, innovation and disruption across 
many industries - especially for emergency management such as police, fire and rescue 
services where lives can depend on stable and reliable telecommunication.  

Reliable backup power for critical communication infrastructure, is vital to ensure the 
needed availability during unexpected long-duration power outages. 

Fuel cell technology is the best option to meet backup requirements for critical communication 
infrastructure as it provides low cost, flexible solutions and the highest reliability.



Why fuel cells are the best 
backup power solution 

Low Cost Fuel Cells are designed to have a lifetime of >15 years and are 
scalable. A fuel cell backup power system offers a low TCO compared to batteriers, as well 
as an attractive CAPEX and OPEX compared to diesel generators due to the system’s long 
lifetime and cost savings on maintenance, repairs and transport. Therefore, an investment 
in fuel cell backup power systems is safeguarded because increases in power requirement 
or backup time are easily achievable, and systems can be relocated where needed.

Flexible Solutions The FCgen®-H2PM is designed to fit a 
variety of site configurations. Because fuel cell backup power systems are scalable, from 
500W to 60 kW or even higher, there are no risks in terms of future changes to power 
requirements or new regulations. Should power needs be increased or reduced, the 
modularity of the system allows power systems to be added or relocated to other sites.

No Risk Ballard’s FCgen®-H2PM is a future-proof investment. Hundreds of backup 
power systems have been in operation for over 10 years with a reliability of 99.9999% ensuring 
that the end-customer can stay connected when a power outage occurs.
Fuel cell backup power systems are solid state power generators with few moving parts and 
no degradation in standby mode regardless of temperature (-40 C - +46 C). 
The FCgen®-H2PM system has an intelligent architecture, designed for unmanned location 
in large networks. The system features a unique built in predictive maintenance system and 
automated self-testing (12 times a year).
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FCgen®-H2PM 19” rack solution
• FCgen®-H2PM 5.0 kW power modules
• Scalable up to 10 kW backup power/ 19”  
 rack and 60 kW total
• AC/DC power output option
• Telecom/IT architecture - all service       
  access from front

Scandinavia is at the forefront of technology development with some of the world’s most expansive 
electronic communications infrastructure. Due to the constant need for network connectivity 
governments are issuing legislation requiring long-duration backup power. Ballard’s fuel cell 
backup power solutions can meet current and future legislative requirements and allow operators 
of electronic communication to harden their critical infrastructure networks with future proof 
solutions.

Flexible fuel cell 
backup power solutions 

 
FCgen®-H2PM outdoor solution
• FCgen®-H2PM power shelter
• Place, plug and play solution
• Up to 10 kW backup power
• Integrated hydrogen storage

 
FCgen®-H2PM indoor solution
• Existing telecom shelter and power distribution
• External hydrogen storage

Fuel cell backup power solutions replace diesel generators and batteries as a more 
reliable, flexible and environmentally friendly solution. 



Telecommunications

Three sectors – one solution  

The telecommunications sector makes communication possible all over the world and societies are           
becoming increasingly dependent on digitalized services. Thus, this also puts great demand on backup time.  

A fuel cell backup power solution is ideal for the telecommunication sector. It can provide the required 
backup for telecom companies and enable them to manage any system outage, which in worst case might 
have vital consequences. An investment in a fuel cell backup power system is a flexible and scalable solution 
and will make the telecom providers ready for any future requirements or legislation on backup time. 

Telenor Case: The telecom systems all over in Scandinavia need longer and sustained backup times, 
which is difficult to achieve with a battery solution alone. That is why Norway’s leading telecommunica-
tions operator, Telenor, since 2018 has been piloting 4 different fuel cell backup designs from Ballard to 
mature the technology for the upcoming 5G network roll-out.  

The 5G roll-out presented not only a challenge with the backup time but also with regards to floor space in the 
technical shelters, however as Telenor has decided to focus on fuel cell technology, they can now solve this, as 
the energy capacity is moved outside the shelter. 

The market for critical communication infrastructure is global across many sectors. However, Ballard focuses 
particularly on the telecommunication, fiber broadband and the TETRA/emergency networks where 
increased legislative  requirements for backup time are being issued. A fuel cell backup power solution is 
specifically well suited for these markets as it offers the required reliability, backup time and robustness.



TETRA/
Emergency Networks
The TETRA/emergency networks are vital to the daily life of public- 
and emergency services. 

As the emergency networks are used for the communication of all 
emergency services it is crucial that it can provide consistent data 
connectivity if the grid power supply is interrupted .

A fuel cell backup power system provides the consistent data con-
nectivity needed. In case of a power outage, the fuel cell backup 
power system will immediately launch and continue to supply power 
until the grid is restored.

SINE Case:  For more than 10 years Ballard has operated the fuel 
cell backup power systems for the Danish public safety network 
SINE. (“Dansk Beredskabskommunikation”)
The SINE network is used by the police, the ambulance service and 
firefighting services, as well as other authorities. 
Ballard developed an integrated outdoor cabinet solution for the 
approximately 120 critical radio stations established all over Denmark, 
which were rolled out during 2009. 
Since the launch and until today the fuel cell systems have 
supplied power during more than 8,000 outages with a 100%         
success rate, nationwide. The systems continue to operate and 
are serviced by Ballard Power Systems Europe.  

“ As the police often say: “I’d rather 
lose my gun than my radio.” This 
shows how important communication             
devices, like radio, really are.” 

Torben Truelsen, 
Engineering Manager at Motorola



Fiber 
Broadband
The request for fast broadband connections has stimulated 
the operators to invest in the rollout of the high-speed, 
digital infrastructure in Scandinavia. Hence, the market 
for fiber optic broadband is growing and the requirement 
for stability has never been higher.  

A fuel cell backup power system provides reliable and 
stable backup power even if the power supply fails.

With fuel cell backup power systems, the critical operation 
of functional data communication and cloud services is 
never compromised by a power outage.   

Norlys and Fibia Cases:  Ballard has Framework Agree-
ments for the provision of FCgen®-H2PM direct hydrogen 
backup power systems with Norlys and Fibia A/S, who 
are both operators of fiber optic broadband networks in     
Denmark. 

Both Norlys and Fibia A/S began installing Ballard fuel cell 
backup power solutions in 2007 and 2010 subsequently. 
Together they have a total of over 200 Ballard systems in 
service. These enable networks to maintain operation in 
the event of a grid power failure, thereby ensuring uninter-
rupted delivery of internet. 

“ With experience using fuel cells from 
Ballard for backup power since 2007, we 
are convinced that these are a robust and 
reliable solution with a long lifetime in the 
field. We use fuel cells for backup power, 
due to the high reliability, low operating cost 
and strong ROI that fuel cells deliver.” Nick Højvang Andersen, 
Norlys Installation Specialist



Power to change 
the world®

Being the leading supplier in Europe of hydrogen fuel cell backup power solutions for 
critical communication infrastructure, Ballard makes a meaningful difference with 
our unique fuel cell technology.   

Ballard is committed to develop innovative and reliable clean energy solutions and 
will continue to invest in the technology development. This is done to ensure that the 
products deliver reliability and performance to network operators while remaining 
the European market leader.

To learn more about how we can help your company shift to a cleaner energy 
future, please do not hesitate to contact us.  

We deliver fuel cell power 
for a sustainable planet Ballard Power Systems 

Europe A/S 
Majsmarken 1
DK-9500 Hobro, Denmark
marketing@ballard.com
(P) +45 8843 5500 

www.ballard.com
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